‘We have reduced product loss by as much as 80%’

Testimonial

**Sticky products**

By using Pop-up flights, we have reduced our product loss by as much as 80% at Danpo in Aars. We have even reduced the waste on chicken filet products which are the worst as they are the stickiest products we produce. The previous belt solution with solid flights did not give us the possibility to scrape off the products. With the new solution, we can do that!

**Activated flights**

In our production, we have several conveyors which inevitably cause problems with product loss. So when Ammeraal Beltech Modular described the idea of a conveyor belt with activated flights, we could see the possibilities immediately. We have quite a lot of experience with conveyors and know where the challenges are. When the Pop-up flight solution was introduced, I had no doubt that this is as close to perfect as it can get.

**Easy to rebuild the conveyor**

It is definitely worth knowing that it was actually quite fast and simple for us to rebuild the existing conveyor to Pop-up flights in order to minimize product loss. It was a fairly small investment that was easily recovered.

**Investments costs quickly recovered**

Other parts of the production face similar challenges and will definitely benefit if retrofitted with a Pop-up flight solution in order to minimize product loss. It is a relatively small investment and the costs are quickly recovered.
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